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1 The Global LCA Data Access network 
The “Global LCA Data Access” network (GLAD) aims to achieve better data accessibility and 
interoperability. The network is comprised of independently-operated LCA databases (nodes), 
providing users an interface to find and access life cycle inventory datasets from different providers. 
One of the main functionalities of GLAD is the conversion function which allows users to convert a 
dataset from its native format in the source database (node) into another format convenient for the 
user. This functionality is based on key metadata descriptors, which are required from datasets to be 
connected to GLAD in order to allow for interoperability between them, as well as a global mapping 
of elementary flows’ nomenclature. 
GLAD is accessible under this link: www.globallcadataaccess.org 
GLAD is open to all data providers of common LCA datasets wishing to publish and make their data 
available to users worldwide. For further information for dataset providers please refer to the GLAD 
website here: https://www.globallcadataaccess.org/become-a-dataset-provider.  
The purpose of this document is to guide dataset providers in the process of linking datasets to GLAD 
and to document how the metadata descriptors which are used in the GLAD system are to be provided 
best and in an efficient way, for common LCA data sets.  
2 Background on metadata descriptors - principles 
The metadata descriptors have been developed by the metadata descriptors task force, and 
coordinated within GLAD, in various stages in 2017. A final version is available on the GLAD 
website here: https://www.globallcadataaccess.org/become-a-dataset-provider.   
 
To summarise, the key ideas of the metadata descriptor text are the following: 
 

- Metadata descriptors describe how well a given data set fits to a purpose specified by a user. 
- For one dataset, there are a set, or a list, of metadata descriptors to describe its fitness for 

purpose, the single descriptors addressing specific aspects of fitness for purpose 
- Each descriptor is composed of several elements: a value or representation (what the dataset 

represents), a goal for the value and for what it should represent, and an assessment of the 
deviation of value and goal for the value, i.e. an assessment of its conformance. The goal 
describes the purpose specified by the user, the deviation of goal and value is the fitness for 
purpose regarding this descriptor. The value, and its deviation from the specified goal, can be 
reviewed; the specified goal cannot.  
This is shown in the picture below.  
 

 
Figure 1: The structure of metadata descriptors (GLAD MDTF 2017) 
 

-  In order to be integrated and found in the GLAD search, the search needs to know the values 
for the various metadata descriptors.  
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For providing values to the descriptors, the metadata task force provided the following general 
guidance (GLAD MDTF 2017, p 6): 

1. Using flat descriptors: Cross-references, from principles to deviations from principles to 
further sources, make it very difficult to understand the actual representation of a 
descriptor for a dataset. For the descriptors, a flat result must be available, which 
condenses the possibly various sources of input for a descriptor into the actual 
representation for the descriptor. 

2. Avoidance of redundant and superfluous information. Descriptors should not contain more 
information than necessary; specifically, only the sources used in the dataset should be 
listed, and it should be clear which information has been taken from which source. 

3. The descriptor structure should follow the structure of goal and scope / representation / 
conformance, and for each of these descriptor segments, this should be clear for the user.  

4. Evaluation statements should only be placed in the conformance segment of a descriptor 
to avoid misleading claims. Descriptions should be separated from the evaluation, and be 
in the representation segment. Terms like “relevant”, “quality”, “consistent” are evaluation 
statements. 

3 Overview of the metadata descriptors, as implemented in the GLAD API 
interface 

The GLAD Application Programming Interface (API) was developed in spring 2018. For 
implementing the GLAD API, results from the metadata task force were considered, and the short list 
from the metadata group was taken as a starting point. During the implementation, the list was slightly 
refined for practical reasons.  
In the web user interface, the descriptors are now shown as follows (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2: GLAD web user interface to allow users enter goals and “purpose” for the datasets to 

be identified to best fit for purpose 
 
The search API that is providing the search results contains some additional fields which are so far 
not part of the web UI and also not of the active search (Table 1). 
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Table 1: API fields, field format, content and default values  

API field field format field content default comment 
refId: string The unique identifier of the data set *required   name: string The name of the data set *required   dataSetUrl: string A url to download the complete data set *required   

category: string 

The category of the data set. The value will be automatically build from the elements in the 'categories' field, concatenated with a slash (/). e.g. categories = ['Emission to air', 'Unspecified'] => category = 'Emission to air/Unspecified'   description: string The description of the data set   technology: string A description of the technology used in the data set   
format: string Enum: ECOSPOLD1, ECOSPOLD2, ILCD, JSON-LD, OTHER, UNKNOWN   location: string The location of the data set   dataprovider: string The name of the provider of the data set   supportedNomenclatures: string The nomenclatures the data set is compliant to   lciaMethods: [string] A list of supported LCIA methods   

categoryPaths: [string] 

(Internally) used to build a tree like category structure. This value will be automatically calculated from the elements in the 'categories' field. e.g. categories = ['Emission to air', 'Unspecified'] => categoryPaths = ['Emission to air', 'Emission to air/Unspecified']   

unspscPaths: [string] 
(Internally) used to build a tree like structure for the unspsc code. This value will be automatically calculated from the 'unspscCode' field. e.g. unspscCode = '50454302' => unspscPaths = ['50', '5045', '504543', '50454302']   

co2pePaths: [string] 
(Internally) used to build a tree like structure for the co2pe code. This value will be automatically calculated from the 'co2peCode' field. e.g. co2peCode = '1.1.1' => co2pePaths = ['1', '1.1', '1.1.1']   

processType: string 
Enum: UNIT, PARTIALLY_AGGREGATED, FULLY_AGGREGATED, BRIDGE, 
UNKNOWN Default: UNKNOWN  

representativenessType: string Enum: SCIENTIFIC, EXPERT_BASED Default: EXPERT_BASED  
modelingType: string Enum: ATTRIBUTIONAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, UNKNOWN Default: UNKNOWN  
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multifunctionalModeling: string 
Enum: PHYSICAL, ECONOMIC, CAUSAL, SYSTEM_EXPANSION, NONE, 
UNKNOWN, NOT_APPLICABLE Default: NOT_APPLICABLE  

biogenicCarbonModeling: string 
Enum: OMITTED, DISTINGUISHED, AGGREGATED, UNKNOWN, 
NOT_APPLICABLE Default: NOT_APPLICABLE  

endOfLifeModeling: string 
Enum: CUT_OFF, PHYSICAL_APOS, ECONOMIC_APOS, SUBSTITUTION, 
OTHER, UNKNOWN, NOT_APPLICABLE Default: NOT_APPLICABLE  

waterModeling: string 
Enum: AMOUNTS, AMOUNTS_AND_AVAILABILITY, 
AMOUNTS_AND_QUALITY, UNKNOWN, NOT_APPLICABLE Default: NOT_APPLICABLE  

infrastructureModeling: string 
Enum: INCLUDED_AND_DISTINGUISHED, INCLUDED_AND_NOT_VISIBLE, 
NOT_INCLUDED, UNKNOWN, NOT_APPLICABLE Default: NOT_APPLICABLE  

emissionModeling: string 
Enum: INCLUDED_AND_DISTINGUISHED, INCLUDED_AND_NOT_VISIBLE, 
NOT_INCLUDED, UNKNOWN, NOT_APPLICABLE Default: NOT_APPLICABLE (long term emissions) 

carbonStorageModeling: string 

Enum: INCLUDED_AND_DISTINGUISHED_CORRECTION, 
INCLUDED_AND_DISTINGUISHED_OTHER, 
INCLUDED_AND_NOT_VISIBLE, NOT_INCLUDED, UNKNOWN, 
NOT_APPLICABLE Default: NOT_APPLICABLE  

sourceReliability: string 

Enum: MEASURED_VERIFIED, PARTLY_MEASURED_VERIFIED, 
PARTLY_MEASURED_PARTLY_ESTIMATED, ESTIMATED_QUALIFIED, 
ESTIMATED_UNQUALIFIED Default: ESTIMATED_UNQUALIFIED  

aggregationType: string 
Enum: HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL, COMBINED, UNKNOWN, 
NOT_APPLICABLE Default: NOT_APPLICABLE  

reviewType: string Enum: INTERNAL, EXTERNAL, PANEL, UNKNOWN, NONE Default: NONE  
reviewSystem: string Enum: ILCD, PEF, GHG, LCA_UN, OTHER, UNKNOWN, NOT_APPLICABLE Default: NOT_APPLICABLE  unspscCode: string A UNSPSC process code categorizing the data set   co2peCode: string A CO2PE product code identifying the product of the data set   copyrightHolder: string The owner of the copyright of the data set if applicable   license: string The license the data set is released under   contact: string A contact person for infomation on the data set   
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categories: [string] The categories of the data set as array (one entry per child category)   reviewers: [string] A list of the names of the reviewers of the data set   
validFrom: integer (int64) The start of the validity of the data set in milliseconds since 01/01/1970 (unix-time tims 1000)   
validUntil: integer (int64) The end of the validity of the data set in milliseconds since 01/01/1970 (unix-time tims 1000)   
validFromYear: integer (int32) The year of the start of the validity of the data set, will be taken from validFrom if not set   
validUntilYear: integer (int32) The year of the end of the validity of the data set, will be taken from validUntil if not set   
latitude: number (double) The latitude of the geography of the data set   
longitude: number (double) The longitude of the geography of the data set   
completeness: number (double) The percentage of flows according to nomenclature Default: 100  
amountDeviation: number (double) The deviation in mass and energy balance   
representativenessValue: number (double) The percentage of variation coefficient, s/(arithm mean)   copyrightProtected: boolean Indicates if the data set is copyright protected   free: boolean Indicates if the data set is available for free   
publiclyAccessible: boolean Indicates if the data set can be downloaded from the given dataSetUrl without further login   
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4 How to complete the descriptors for a given data source 
Table 1 already contains information about the expected content of the descriptors to be used for the 
evaluation of the fitness for purpose; this section will further explain how to complete the information, 
for two LCA exchange formats (ILCD, EcoSpold02). The JSON-LD format is directly created from 
the LCA Collaboration server and thus more straightforward to use with GLAD. It is therefore not 
detailed in the following guidance. 
For the two different formats, information is provided on a generic level (per data format) as well as 
with a specific dataset, as an example.  
4.1 ILCD and PEF 
For the ILCD format, an example data set that has been created for the Product Environmental 
Footprint (PEF) is used, UUID da249b20-a18b-498d-8b96-03a368841770, Hardboard production. 
Results are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: API fields, applied for the ILCD format and a dataset from Product Environmental Footprint 
 API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment 

refId: 
<processInformation>   <dataSetInformation>    <common:UUID></common:UUID> 

dataset -  da249b20-a18b-498d-8b96-03a368841770  

name: <name></name> dataset -  Hardboard production  
dataSetUrl:     http://eplca.jrc.ec.europa.eu/EF-SDP/resource/processes/da249b20-a18b-498d-8b96-03a368841770 

 
category: - dataset   Materials production / Wood  

description: 
<common:generalComment xml:lang="en"></common:generalComment> & <useAdviceForDataSet xml:lang="en"></useAdviceForDataSet> 

dataset   Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) dataset to be used in PEF and OEF studies  

technology: 
<technologyDescriptionAndIncludedProcesses xml:lang="en"></technologyDescriptionAndIncludedProcesses> 

dataset   

Production of hardboard.  Refers to gate-to-gate production. Included activities: electricity and heat generation, infrastructure, ancillary products and emissions. Excluded activities: wood raw materials and its transports. The density is estimated as 900 kg/m3. Material efficiency of the process could not be derived. Water content is 0.1 (dimensionless). Biogenic carbon content 0.47 (dimensionless). 

 

format: 
<common:referenceToDataSetFormat refObjectId="a97a0155-0234-4b87-b4ce-a45da52f2a40" type="source data set" uri="../sources/a97a0155-

dataset   ILCD version ignored so far 
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API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment 0234-4b87-b4ce-a45da52f2a40.xml" version="03.00.000">     <common:shortDescription xml:lang="en">ILCD format 1.1</common:shortDescription>    </common:referenceToDataSetFormat> 
location: 

<locationOfOperationSupplyOrProduction location=""></locationOfOperationSupplyOrProduction> 
dataset   EU-28+3 would be needed also for flows, later 

dataprovider: - generic -  PEF background datasets 

supportedNomenclatures: 

<complianceDeclarations>    <compliance>     <common:referenceToComplianceSystem refObjectId="" type="source data set" uri="" version="">      <common:shortDescription xml:lang="en"></common:shortDescription>     </common:referenceToComplianceSystem>     <common:approvalOfOverallCompliance></common:approvalOfOverallCompliance>     <common:nomenclatureCom

dataset 
compliance system in ILCD dataset plus approval of compliance = compliance system in GLAD  

compliance check for GLAD not implemented so far but seems useful; could also be checked for the dataset though. 

ILCD Data Network - Entry-level 
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API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment pliance></common:nomenclatureCompliance> 

lciaMethods: 

<completeness>    <referenceToSupportedImpactAssessmentMethods refObjectId="" type="LCIA method data set" version="">     <common:shortDescription xml:lang="en"></common:shortDescription> </referenceToSupportedImpactAssessmentMethods> 

dataset   ILCD Midpoint+ (latest version) 

categoryPaths: -    -  
unspscPaths: -    -  
co2pePaths: -    -  

processType: 
<modellingAndValidation>   <LCIMethodAndAllocation>    <typeOfDataSet></typeOfDataSet> 

dataset 
UNIT: Unit process, single operation; Unit process, black box PARTIALLY_AGGREGATED: Partly terminated system FULLY_AGGREGATED: LCI result OTHER: Avoided product system 

FULLY_AGGREGATED  

representativenessType: - generic -  EXPERT_BASED  

modelingType: 
 <modellingAndValidation>   <LCIMethodAndAllocation>    <LCIMethodPrinciple></LCIMethodPrinciple> 

dataset 
ATTRIBUTIONAL: Attributional CONSEQUENTIAL: Consequential, consequential with attributional components UNKNOWN: Not applicable, other 

Attributional  

multifunctionalModeling: 
<modellingAndValidation>   <LCIMethodAndAllocation>   <LCIMethodApproaches></LCIMethodApproaches> 

dataset 
ECONOMIC: Allocation - market value PHYSICAL: Allocation - gross 

Many more allocation and multifunctional 
Not applicable  
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API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment calorific value PHYSICAL: Allocation - net calorific value PHYSICAL: Allocation - exergetic content PHYSICAL: Allocation - element content PHYSICAL: Allocation - mass PHYSICAL: Allocation - volume CAUSAL: Allocation - ability to bear CAUSAL: Allocation - marginal causality CAUSAL: Allocation - physical causality CAUSAL: Allocation - 100% to main function CAUSAL: Allocation - other explicit assignment CAUSAL: Allocation - equal distribution SYSTEM_EXPANSION: Substitution - BAT SYSTEM_EXPANSION: Substitution - average, market 

classifications in ILCD, probably not too often used 
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API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment price correction SYSTEM_EXPANSION: Substitution - average, technical properties correction PHYSICAL: Allocation - recycled content SYSTEM_EXPANSION: Substitution - recycling potential SYSTEM_EXPANSION: Substitution - average, no correction SYSTEM_EXPANSION: Substitution - specific CAUSAL: Consequential effects - other NOT_APPLICABLE: Not applicable UNKNOWN: Other 

biogenicCarbonModeling: 

"The following rules apply [for modeling biogenic carbon]: i. Only the emission 'methane (biogenic)' is modelled ii. No further biogenic emissions and uptakes from atmosphere are modelled iii. When methane emissions can be both fossil or biogenic, 

database   partly omitted, partly distinguished 

the procedure is a mix of distinguished (for bionic methane) and omitted (for all other flows);" mix" is missing 
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API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment the release of biogenic methane shall be modelled first and then the remaining fossil methane." PEFCR 6.1, 2017, p 41 
endOfLifeModeling: 

chapter 7.16 in PEFCR 6.1, an elaborated procedure using the circular footprint formula database   OTHER  

waterModeling: AWARE foreseen as LCIA method in PEF generic   AMOUNTS  

infrastructureModeling: 
chapter 7.13 in PEFCR 6.1, description of models for different kind of infrastructure  

database   partly INCLUDED_AND_NOT_VISIBLE, partly OMITTED 
the procedure is a mix of exclusion and modeling emissionModeling:  database   UNKNOWN  

carbonStorageModeling: 

PEFCR 6.1 p 39: "credits from 'temporary carbon storage' are excluded. This means that emissions emitted within a limited amount of time after their uptake shall be counted for as emitted "now” and there is no discounting of emissions within that given time frame". 

database   INCLUDED_AND_NOT_VISIBLE  

sourceReliability:      unclear is lacking 
aggregationType: - derived   COMBINED LCI result and European average 
reviewType: <review type=""> dataset INTERNAL: Dependent internal review EXTERNAL  
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API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment INTERNAL: Independent internal review EXTERNAL: Independent external review EXTERNAL: Accredited third party review PANEL: Independent review panel NONE: Not reviewed 
reviewSystem: - generic   ILCD  
unspscCode:  https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/unspsc-codes 73111603, Hardboard or fiberboard production services  

co2peCode:  https://www.co2pe.org/?Taxonomy 

does not always exist since co2pe is more for metal products 
-  

copyrightHolder: 

<common:referenceToOwnershipOfDataSet <common:shortDescription xml:lang="en"></common:shortDescription>    </common:referenceToOwnershipOfDataSet> 

dataset   ecoinvent 
text description here probably more interesting than the uri to the ILCD contact dataset 

license: <common:licenseType></common:licenseType> dataset   Free of charge for some user types or use types  

contact: 

common:referenceToPersonOrEntityGeneratingTheDataSet <common:shortDescription xml:lang="en"></common:shortDescription>    </common:referenceToPerso

dataset   Quantis  
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API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment nOrEntityGeneratingTheDataSet> 

categories: 

<classificationInformation>     <common:classification>      <common:class level="0"></common:class>      <common:class level="1">Wood</common:class>     </common:classification>    </classificationInformation> 

dataset   Materials production, Wood  

reviewers: 

<common:referenceToNameOfReviewerAndInstitution <common:shortDescription xml:lang="en"></common:shortDescription>     </common:referenceToNameOfReviewerAndInstitution> 

dataset   Quantis, Laura Golsteijn  

validFrom: <common:referenceYear></common:referenceYear> dataset   1325376000  

validUntil: <common:dataSetValidUntil></common:dataSetValidUntil> dataset   1577836800  

validFromYear: <common:referenceYear></common:referenceYear> dataset   2012  

validUntilYear: <common:dataSetValidUntil></common:dataSetValidUntil> dataset   2020  

latitude: 
<locationOfOperationSupplyOrProduction location="XX"></locationOfOperationSupplyOrProduction> 

derived from the location, e.g. RER, take the geographical center, and its longitude and latitude 50.117051  
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API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment 
longitude: 

<locationOfOperationSupplyOrProduction location="XX"></locationOfOperationSupplyOrProduction> 
derived from the location, e.g. RER, take the geographical center, and its longitude and latitude 9.248219  

completeness: <completenessProductModel></completenessProductModel> dataset 100: All relevant flows quantified 

in ILCD / PEF, the completeness is typically evaluated for "relevant" flows, which entails a specific LCIA method, and thus reaches farther than the mere % foreseen in GLAD; however, for most applications, assessment results will be similar 

100  

amountDeviation: calculated dataset   0.34664442  

representativenessValue: 
<percentageSupplyOrProductionCovered></percentageSupplyOrProductionCovered> dataset 

< 10: very poor; >= 10 & < 25: poor; >= 25 & < 50: medium;  >= 50 & < 75: good; >= 75 very good very poor: 25  poor: 15  medium: 10  
5  
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API field ILCD example    Example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment good: 5  very good: 1  copyrightProtected: <common:copyright></common:copyright> dataset   true  
free: - derived   true (under certain requirements) publiclyAccessible: - derived   false  

 
4.2 EcoSpold02 and ecoinvent 3.5 
A second example is provided for the ecoSpold02 format, using an example dataset from the ecoinvent 3.5 database, a fibreboard production. Results are 
shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: API fields, applied for the EcoSpold02 format and a dataset from ecoinvent 3.5 
API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment 
refId: <activity id="" dataset   112224f7-cde5-4cf9-b629-5d8216ce99e1  
name: <activityName xml:lang="en"></activityName> dataset   fibreboard production, hard  
dataSetUrl: -      
category:     wooden materials/processing  

description: 

<generalComment>         <text xml:lang="en" index="11"></text>         <text xml:lang="en" index="9"></text>           <text xml:lang="en" index="3"></text> 

dataset   

The packaging sector is representing 28%, Furniture industry 28%, door industry 18%, automotive 10%, construction 7%, picture frames 4%, retailers 4% , toys 1% and others 2%. Hard fibreboard, also called hardboard, is an engineered wood product in conformity with the stan-dard EN 622-1. Hard fibreboard is 

different entries distinguished by indices concatenated 
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API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment           <text xml:lang="en" index="1"></text>           <text xml:lang="en" index="10"></text>           <text xml:lang="en" index="7"></text>           <text xml:lang="en" index="4"></text>           <text xml:lang="en" index="2"></text>         </generalComment> 

produced in either the wet or dry process. The wet process leaves only one smooth side while the dry processed hardboard is smooth on both sides. Hardboard is similar to medium density fibreboard, but is denser, much stronger and harder because it is made out of exploded wood fibres that have been highly compressed. Consequently, the density of hardboard is usually about 800-1040 kg/m³. Typical thickness is in a range from 2.2-4.0 mm. It differs from MDF in that the bonding of the wood fibres usually requires no additional materials, although resin is often added. Hard fibreboard is characterised by high dimensional stability. This dataset represents hard wood fibreboard production produced in the wet process as the weighted average of hard wood fibreboards produced by the members of the European Panel Federation (EPF). Raw and lacquered hardboard panels are used e.g. for construction, packaging, furniture, upholstery, door skins, toys, automobile and caravan interiors. Hard fibreboard is also used for packaging of fruits, vegetables and mineral water bottles. It is also used for specialized applications like perforated boards for moulding. Producers offer customers specific services including cut to size, and drilling and milling. 

technology: 
 <technology technologyLevel="3">         <comment>           <text xml:lang="en" index="1"></text>         </comment>       </technology> 

The dataset represents hardboard produced in the wet process. In th wet process, the raw material is grinded and then mixed into a mash with up to 98% water. This mash is then formed into a so-called fibre cake. After 
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API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment pressing most water out of the mat, the fibre cake is the cut and dried in the drying channel with temperatures between 160 to 220 °C. The addition of binders is usually not required, as the heating of the liquid lignin as part of the wood bonds the fibres during cooling. For special purposes (higher strength, hydrophobic properties), resins or bitumen-containing agents can be added. Production is subject to the regulations of the Industrial Emissions Directive (EU-IED, 2011) if the production capacity exceeds 600 m3 per day where one or more of the following wood-based panels are produced: fibreboard, particleboard or oriented strand board. 
format: <ecoSpold xmlns="http://www.EcoInvent.org/EcoSpold02"> dataset   ECOSPOLD2  

location: 

<geography geographyId="">         <shortname xml:lang="en"></shortname>         <comment>           <text xml:lang="en" index="1"></text>         </comment>       </geography> 

dataset   RoW especially RoW is hard to formalise 

dataprovider: - generic -  ecoinvent  
supportedNomenclatures: - generic -  ecoinvent 3.5  

lciaMethods: - generic -  
CML 2001 CML 2001 w/o LT cumulative energy demand cumulative exergy demand eco-indicator 99, (E,E) 

all ecoinvent 3.5 LCIA methods 
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API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment eco-indicator 99, (E,E) w/o LT eco-indicator 99, (H,A) eco-indicator 99, (H,A) w/o LT eco-indicator 99, (I,I) ecological footprint ecological scarcity 1997 ecological scarcity 2006 ecological scarcity 2013 ecological scarcity 2013 no LT ecosystem damage potential EDIP EDIP w/o LT EDIP2003 EDIP2003 w/o LT EPS 2000 ILCD 1.0.8 2016 midpoint ILCD 1.0.8 2016 midpoint no LT ILCD 2.0 2018 midpoint ILCD 2.0 2018 midpoint no LT IMPACT 2002+ (Endpoint) IMPACT 2002+ (Midpoint) IPCC 2001 IPCC 2007 IPCC 2007 no LT IPCC 2013 IPCC 2013 no LT ReCiPe Endpoint (E,A) ReCiPe Endpoint (E,A) w/o LT ReCiPe Endpoint (H,A) ReCiPe Endpoint (H,A) w/o LT ReCiPe Endpoint (I,A) ReCiPe Midpoint (E) ReCiPe Midpoint (E) V1.13 ReCiPe Midpoint (E) V1.13 no LT 
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API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment ReCiPe Midpoint (E) w/o LT ReCiPe Midpoint (H) ReCiPe Midpoint (H) V1.13 ReCiPe Midpoint (H) V1.13 no LT ReCiPe Midpoint (H) w/o LT ReCiPe Midpoint (I) ReCiPe Midpoint (I) V1.13 selected LCI results selected LCI results, additional TRACI USEtox USEtox w/o LT 
categoryPaths:  -     
unspscPaths:  -     
co2pePaths:  -     

processType: <activity  type="" dataset UNIT:  1 = Unit process; FULLY_AGGREGATED: 2 = System terminated UNIT  
representativenessType: - generic -  EXPERT_BASED  

modelingType: - database ATTRIBUTIONAL: Apos, cut-off; CONSEQUENTIAL: consequential ATTRIBUTIONAL 

available for the system model, the system model is also available from the dataset: <systemModelName xml:lang="en"></systemModelName> 
multifunctionalModeling: - database   NOT_APPLICABLE for the allocated processes available for the 
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API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment system model, the system model is also available from the dataset: <systemModelName xml:lang="en"></systemModelName> biogenicCarbonModeling: - database   DISTINGUISHED  

endOfLifeModeling: - database   PHYSICAL_APOS 

available for the system model, the system model is also available from the dataset: <systemModelName xml:lang="en"></systemModelName> 
waterModeling: - database   AMOUNTS  
infrastructureModeling: - database   INCLUDED_AND_DISTINGUISHED  

emissionModeling: - database   INCLUDED_AND_DISTINGUISHED 

"emissions which take place 100 and more years after waste placement are named "long-term", ecoinvent 3 report 1, p 62 
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API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment 

carbonStorageModeling: - database   NOT_INCLUDED 

[Feature considered for implementation later: Allocation corrections are currently only considered for the system model ‘Allocation, ecoinvent default’, and for one exchange only, namely “carbon dioxide, from air”. ecoinvent 3 report 1, p 131 

sourceReliability: <pedigreeMatrix reliability="" dataset 

MEASURED_VERIFIED: 1, PARTLY_MEASURED_VERIFIED: 2, PARTLY_MEASURED_PARTLY_ESTIMATED : 3, ESTIMATED_QUALIFIED: 4, ESTIMATED_UNQUALIFIED: 5 

available for every exchange, here the mean is taken from all entries for all exchanges in the dataset, and rounded to the next full number. For the dataset, mean is 1.509615385 

PARTLY_MEASURED_VERIFIED  
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API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment aggregationType: -   unit process NOT_APPLICABLE  
reviewType: - database   EXTERNAL  

reviewSystem: - database  
"ecoinvent" is lacking for review system 

OTHER  

unspscCode:  https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/unspsc-codes 73111603, Hardboard or fiberboard production services  

co2peCode:  https://www.co2pe.org/?Taxonomy 

does not always exist since co2pe is more for metal products 
-  

copyrightHolder:  <contextName xml:lang="en"></contextName> ecoinvent  

license: - database  
maybe URL to license file would be useful 

ecoinvent EULA  

contact: <dataGeneratorAndPublication personId="" personName="" personEmail=""  dataset   Frank Werner, frank@frankwerner.ch  

categories: 

<classification classificationId="b134c592-95d3-4412-a56d-6c42650a5dbc">        <classificationValue xml:lang="en"></classificationValue>       </classification> 

dataset   wooden materials/processing  
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API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment 
reviewers: 

<review reviewerId=" reviewerName="" reviewerEmail=""      </review> 
dataset  sequence in ecoinvent gets lost 

Gregor Wernet, wernet@ecoinvent.org Emilia Moreno Ruiz, moreno@ecoinvent.org  

validFrom: <timePeriod startDate="2012-01-01" endDate="2018-12-31" dataset   1325376000  
validUntil: <timePeriod startDate="2012-01-01" endDate="2018-12-31" dataset   1546210800  
validFromYear: <timePeriod startDate="2012-01-01" endDate="2018-12-31" dataset   2012  
validUntilYear: <timePeriod startDate="2012-01-01" endDate="2018-12-31" dataset   2018  

latitude: 

<geography geographyId="">         <shortname xml:lang="en"></shortname>         <comment>           <text xml:lang="en" index="1"></text>         </comment>       </geography> 

dataset   0 RoW assumed as global 

longitude: 

<geography geographyId="">         <shortname xml:lang="en"></shortname>         <comment>           <text xml:lang="en" index="1"></text>         </comment>       </geography> 

dataset   0 RoW assumed as global 

completeness: - database   100  
amountDeviation:     0.3273491 only mass for the dataset 
representativenessValue: <pedigreeMatrix completeness="" dataset  available for every exchange, 4.01923077  
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API field ecoinvent 3.5 example example dataset 
 information in format source map comment dataset comment here the mean is taken from all entries for all exchanges in the dataset, and rounded to the next full number. For the dataset, mean is 4.019230769 copyrightProtected: isCopyrightProtected="" dataset  same for all datasets true  

free: - database   false 
very specific user situations (academic use in non-OECD country) disregarded publiclyAccessible: - database   false  
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4.3 Further remarks on the examples 
The examples show the “linkage” between fields in the formats and the API descriptors. In some 
few cases, assumptions needed to be made, e.g. for longitude and latitude of Rest of World, RoW, 
but it was always possible to find information in the data. Assumptions and further comments are 
provided in the “comments” column, for both the data format and the dataset example.  
The information was not always available in the datasets but sometimes it could be obtained from 
information available for the database. An example are detailed modelling rules (for modelling 
end of life, for example, or for the review system of the ecoinvent dataset). Given that this 
information is then applicable for all datasets in a given data source, it is probably acceptable to 
extract the information manually.  
Some information needed to be calculated, for example the mass and energy balance of the process 
- this can be done with a simple query over all datasets of a data source, adding all inputs and 
outputs respectively, converted to one mass unit - and is thus possibly also not too much effort. 
Most effort in implementation is perhaps the mapping of process datasets to the UNSPSC 
categories which can however be automated to some extent, using existing category systems in 
databases as for example ISIC4. For the example datasets, the Co2PE category system, which is 
meant to complement the UNSPSC category system, did not provide results since the Co2PE 
system is so far focusing on metal production processes. 
 
5 Adding the datasets to the GLAD repository 
There are three options to publish datasets in GLAD: in the simplest form, an index file needs to 
be sent to the GLAD administration. This will allow the central GLAD search to recognise the 
datasets, but will not establish a network of a data provider node and the GLAD central server.  
For enabling a network node, two technical options are available, the LCA Collaboration Server, 
and soda4LCA.  
 
5.1 Publishing data from the Collaboration Server to GLAD 
The LCA Collaboration Server1 is able to push data to the GLAD web service. A full admin user 
is required to do so. 
First, you will have to navigate to the admin area (Wrench in the top menu). Then click on 
‘Settings’ in the sub menu on the left. 
You will need to provide three values to configure the connection to the GLAD web service, the 
URL to the GLAD web service, the header key for the api-key field (if simple GLAD service is 
set up directly, the default is ‘api.key’) and the value for the api-key header. 

                                                 
1 For more details, please see e.g. here http://www.openlca.org/collaboration-server/   
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Figure 3: Publishing datasets to GLAD via the LCA Collaboration Server, basic settings 

 
Once the GLAD web service is successfully configured, the admin user can push data from a 
repository to the GLAD web service. Navigate to the repository in question and click on the Push 
to GLAD button. 
 

 
Figure 4: Publishing datasets to GLAD via the LCA Collaboration Server, push to GLAD 

 
A dialog to select the data sets to push will open. Select the data sets meant to be published and 
click on ‘Select’. Then specify a data provider name, this is used by the GLAD web search. 
 
5.2 Publishing data from soda4LCA to GLAD 
soda4LCA2 offers native functionality to register datasets with GLAD directly from inside 
soda4LCA. The following is a detailed guide how to do that: 
 

5.2.1. Setting Up GLAD 
In order to be able to use the GLAD framework, one has to enable the GLAD feature in the 
configuration file (file ‘soda4LCA.properties’) has to be enabled. To configure the GLAD feature, 
the following configuration should be set: 
                                                 
2 https://bitbucket.org/okusche/soda4lca/ 
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• Enabling the GLAD feature: feature.glad = true 
• Setting the GLAD URL: feature.glad.url = https://www.globallcadataaccess.org 
• Setting the API key for access to GLAD database: feature.glad.apikey = esdaurt6w3wuw4264928eqihsHGDZSadueaoduf... 

Change/Show Data Provider Name for GLAD 
To show the data provider name for GLAD, either select ‘GlobalConfiguration’ -> ’Configuration’ 
in the admin menu shown at the top of the page or click on the ‘Configuration’ button shown in 
the admin index page. Then the data provider name for GLAD is shown in the text field labelled 
‘Data Provider (GLAD)’. 

    
In order to change this name, type in the new name and save the changes by clicking on the button 
‘Save configuration’. 

 
 

5.2.2. Register a Dataset to GLAD 
 
1. Before a dataset can be registered to GLAD, the GLAD feature has to be enabled (reefer to 

5.2.1 - ‘Setting Up GLAD’ for further instructions) and be authenticated (see Administration 
guide for further information). To register a dataset to GLAD, start from the admin index 
page and head to the ‘Manage Processes’ page (either by clicking on the given button in the 
index page or by selecting ‘Manage Datasets’ -> ‘Manage Processes’ in the admin menu at 
the top of the page). 
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2. In the next step, select by clicking on the selection box left of the dataset name you want to 
register to GLAD and then click on the button ‘Register’. You will be directed to a page 
containing an overview of datasets you want to register. 

 

 

 
 
If you would like to register all datasets from a given page, click on the selection box right above 
the first dataset name as shown in the image below. Then click on the button ‘Register’ to get to 
the next step. 
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3. At the bottom of the page, click at the drop-down menu to be able to see all registries you 

can register (GLAD should be included in this menu) and select ‘GLAD’. Then click on the 
button ‘register’. 
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4. In the last step, you are directed to a summary. This page shows how many datasets were 

successfully registered to GLAD and how many datasets were not registered. 

 
 
  If some datasets could not be registered to GLAD, the datasets and the reason why they 

could not be registered are shown in the table below. Possible reasons are: 
– The dataset is rejected by GLAD 
– The dataset is already registered to GLAD 
– An error occurred while dataset was registered 
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5.2.3. Show All Datasets Registered to GLAD 
 
1. To show all datasets registered to GLAD, go to the ‘Manage Processes’ view. At the top left 

of the page is a drop-down menu labelled ‘Registered in:’. 

 
 
 
 
2. Open the drop-down menu and select GLAD. All datasets which are registered to GLAD 

from a given data stock will be displayed. 

 
 

5.2.4. Deregister a Dataset From GLAD 
 
1. To deregister a dataset from GLAD, go to the ‘Manage Processes’ view. 
2. Change the view of processes by selecting ‘GLAD’ in the drop-down menu labelled 

‘registered in’ (for further instructions see 5.2.3 - ‘Show All Data Sets Registered to 
GLAD’). Now all datasets registered to GLAD from a given data stock are displayed. 

3. In the next step, select the given dataset(s) to be deregistered from GLAD by selecting the 
check box left of the dataset. 
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 Alternatively, with all selected data sets: 

 
 
 
 
4. Lastly, click on the button ‘Deregister’ to deregister the selected dataset(s) from GLAD. 
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6 Limitations 
At present, the GLAD central website is in beta mode and supports, via its user interface, only a 
subset of the descriptors (see e.g. Figure 2). Likewise, in openLCA, and thus in the LCA 
Collaboration Server, a subset of the fields is part of the format. Remaining fields need to be added 
via a satellite list.  
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